OUR CORRECTION IN TIME
Warning: Your reality is about to be rocked!
By Kent & Renee Miller
The universe sees time differently than we do. Time is relative to the movement of
energy. Since mass is energy, any movement of mass—any event—is relative to
time. Time is the narrative of events that have taken place. We live and create
events in which we learn from within the first three dimensions of space, with a
fourth dimension of time; the record of those events.

Universal time is created by the movement of celestial bodies in their orbits,
creating various cycles. The cycles are tied to specific learning. The alignment of
the celestial bodies creates an ever-changing vibrational symphony, affecting the
energy potential that influences events. These events give us cause to contemplate
and come to an ever-expanding consciousness of all that exists. Specific
understanding is to be accomplished within these cycles along a projected timeline.
But the timeline is not straight, it forms a curve.
We have been in a very long cycle in which the surrounding planetary alignments
have worked to influence events for our perceptual learning. This cycle officially
closed December 21, 2012, and we are in a transitional period. The next cycle of
conceptual learning will begin when the field poles reverse. During this period of
time, we need to come to completion of the learning set out for us during this
cycle, coming to a clear understanding of the truths of the events that have been
written in the book of time.
But what if humanity took an alternate timeline? Would we come to completion of
the needed understanding before the next, and higher, cycle begins?

Thousands of years ago there were other species of intelligent beings here on
Earth. The Ancient Creational beings tell us Earth has been a laboratory for
extraterrestrial beings. They came to experiment, creating many things. We are a
part of that experiment, where we have been “watched” in our evolution so that
they may come to understand how a culture evolves from its most primal state to
greater intellectual and genetic expressions. We were also a proletarian race to help
with the mining operations that were going on at the time. This may be researched
further in Zecharia Sitchin’s book, The 12th Planet. These other groups of people
became our teachers, showing us how to farm and giving humanity knowledge of
astronomy and astrology, among other things. These depictions can be found in art
around the globe, and indigenous people still hold the memories of the star
brothers and sisters in their oral traditions.
At some point, going back many generations, the ego flourished and humanity
became arrogant. Our ancestors began to think of themselves as being more
intelligent and more important than they were in reality. They began to think that
humans were the focal point of the universe and that all things evolved and
revolved around earth and humanity, including the sun and all the planets.
These beings from other places withdrew from their teachings, stepping back to
allow us to come to our senses. Spiritual beings also had to step back, our guides
stating that “We cannot correct a discourse of understanding; multiple
malfunctions will occur. Multiple discourses will make understanding into a nontruth.” Humanity had to learn the truths through its own trials and errors. But, the
timeline to accomplish this had to be extended to allow for the correction in our
understanding. This is what started an alternate path of events and learning that
departed from the original universally-projected learning curve, or timeline.
Humanity’s arrogant thinking, coupled with the loss of its teachers, spawned many
untruths to develop. The course of events eventually led to our discovery that the
earth was indeed spherical and that it and other planets actually rotated around the
sun. But we still hold an abundance of misconceptions, and our understanding
must now come to align with the greater truths before the next cycle begins. Our
alternate timeline must now merge with the natural timeline that we should have
been on, one where we would have retained the teachings of other beings, both
physical and spiritual, one where the fourth dimension of time would have
recorded a much different sequence of events.

Our alternate timeline, and the misunderstandings we share, cannot hold up under
its own weight. A bending of time is revealing the greater truths through an
acceleration of events as our alternate timeline comes to merge with the natural
timeline established for us from the beginning.
June marks a deadline for UFO disclosure, a mandate inserted into the December
2020 stimulus package. It will reveal the truth that humans are not alone, and never
have been. It marks the beginning realignment with the natural path of learning,
that will, once again, be led by others more knowledgeable than ourselves.
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